This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #28  Solution: 7 letters

- ADO  EME  EOS  LIE
- AREA  ASPS  AVER
- CEDE  CRYO  DIET  ECRU
- ERRS  FORK  FOWL
- LINT  MAYS  ______ OCRA
- RILL  ROOD  RUIN  SAGA
- SOAP  SOLD  STAR  TEAK
- TOIL  VIAL  (5) AERIE
- FETID  GLARE  GRANT  HEALS
- NIECE  NOTCH  OASES  OTOME
- ESCAPE  GRISLY  RENEGE  RADAR
- AGREEMENT  ERADICATE  (10) ABSTINENCE
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